DESCRIPTION:
Sundance Water Design’s Wet Niche Popball Jet Nozzle fixture is a popular, interactive dry deck water feature. The Popball Jet can shoot a marble size ball of water up to two feet above grade level. Children love to try to hit the balls of water in the air. All components, plumbing, and wiring are below grade.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Wet niche fixture is constructed of 304 stainless steel with waterstop flange, grounding lug, supply, drain, and electrical. Fixture cover is a stainless steel recessed lid filled with Saf-Dek vented recreational surface, or a poured concrete mix paver.

Refer to contract for Terms and Conditions for Sale.
The product specifications in this document are subject to change without notice due to continuous research and development.
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DRAIN
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WATER SUPPLY
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WATER DRAIN
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